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Particles beyond the Standard Model can generally have life times that are long compared to
Standard Model particles at the weak scale. When produced at the Large Hadron Collider, such
long-lived particles can decay far from the primary interaction vertex and possibly themselves
interact with the detector material, leading to a wide variety of detector signatures. Such longlived particle signatures are distinctly different from those associated with searches for promptly
decaying beyond-the-Standard Model particles that constitute the bulk of searches for new physics
at the Large Hadron Collider, often requiring dedicated analysis and reconstruction techniques.
This contribution will provide an overview for searches for long-lived particles performed by the
ATLAS Collaboration and present latest results using 13 TeV proton–proton collision data from
Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider.
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1. Introduction

2. A search for heavy neutral leptons
Using up to 36.1 fb−1 of data, the ATLAS Collaboration performed a search [2] for heavy neutral leptons (HNLs) that are produced through mixing with muon or electron neutrinos and decay
leptonically in a scenario with either lepton-number conservation (LNC) or lepton-number violation (LNV), as illustrated in Figure 1. These hypothetical right-handed neutrinos with Majorana
masses below the electroweak scale could successfully address the problems of neutrino masses,
matter–antimatter asymmetry and dark matter [3–6]. The results of this search are interpreted in
a model postulating a single right-handed Majorana neutrino N produced in leptonic W -boson decays, with only two parameters: mass (mN ) and coupling strength (|U|2 ). This search is a prime
example of the complementarity of prompt and LLP approaches and utilises both signatures to set
constraints on the HNL mixing to muon and electron neutrinos.
1
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Hypothetical new particles predicted by theories beyond the Standard Model (SM) can generically have lifetimes that are long compared to SM particles at the weak scale. When produced at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), such long-lived particles (LLPs) can decay far from the primary
interaction vertex and possibly themselves interact with the detector material, leading to a plethora
of possible detector signatures. Such LLP signatures are distinctly different from those associated
with searches for promptly decaying beyond-the-SM (BSM) particles that constitute the bulk of
searches for new physics at the LHC, often requiring dedicated analysis and reconstruction techniques. The latter can include the reconstruction of notably displaced decay vertices, trackless jets,
tracks with anomalous properties, as well as short track segments.
The reasons for longevity of BSM particles are thereby essentially identical to those that create
an enormous span in lifetime within the SM – from τ ∼ 2 · 10−25 s for the Z boson to the electron being stable – and include e.g. (nearly) mass-degenerate spectra or suppressed phase space
available for decays in general, small couplings between the LLP and lighter states, highly virtual
intermediate states, as well as (almost) conserved quantum numbers.
The fact that none of the searches for new physics at the LHC – predominantly looking for
prompt signatures – have yet shown any clear signs of new particles, might also suggest to increase
the effort in exploring non-promt and unconventional scenarios. Hereby it can be beneficial to
address a given model – especially with intermediate lifetimes – with multiple analysis strategies,
given the observed lifetime is governed by an exponential defined by the proper lifetime cτ, leading
to varying fractions of events decaying in different parts of the detector and thereby leaving diverse
signatures.
Over the past years, the ATLAS Collaboration has increased its effort to cover a multitude of
signatures of LLPs – from searches for heavy, stable, charged particles to closing the lifetime gap
towards prompt searches. This contribution will focus on three recent examples covering a variety
of different reconstruction and object-definition approaches as well as theoretical motivation, but
also feature a general overview of the current status of searches for long-lived particle using 13 TeV
LHC Run-2 proton–proton data collected with the ATLAS detector [1].
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Figure 1: Examples of Feynman diagrams for HNL (N) production and decay in the channels this search is
sensitive to: (left) µ mixing, eµ decay, LNC and (right) e mixing, eµ decay, LNV. [2]
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The prompt signature, limited to LNV scenarios, requires three well reconstructed leptons produced at the interaction point (either µ ± µ ± e∓ or e± e± µ ∓ ) with – amongst other things – a veto on
same-flavour opposite-charge topologies and requiring the three-lepton invariant mass (m```0 ) between 40 and 90 GeV, while the displaced signature comprises a prompt muon from the W -boson
decay and the requirement of a dilepton vertex (either µ µ or eµ) displaced in the transverse plane
by 4–300 mm from the interaction point. Hereby the latter approach targets specifically low HNL
masses (mN . 20 GeV) where the searches relying on standard prompt objects become highly inefficient, as the HNL lifetime gets longer for lower masses and coupling strengths. Reconstructing
a displaced vertex (DV) can not only compensate for this inefficiency, the requirement of a DV
also eliminates most of the SM backgrounds, allowing to drop the requirement of same-charge
same-flavour leptons and open the search to LNC scenarios.
The reconstruction of DVs at larger radial distances [7] with vertex masses mDV down to 4 GeV
is facilitated by a dedicated large-radius tracking (LRT) algorithm optimised for tracks with large
unsigned transverse impact parameters relative to the primary interaction vertex (d0) [8], which
– being computationally demanding – can only be run on a specifically preselected subset of the
events rather than the entirety of the dataset.
The overall signal efficiency, depicted in Figure 2, depends on the mass and lifetime of the
HNL and reaches about 10% at very short lifetime using the prompt signature to about 1–2% in the
regions where the displaced signature takes over.
The background in the prompt search originates mostly from top–antitop, W +jets and multijet
events where jets are accidentally misreconstructed as electrons or muons as well as from other
contributions with two or more real leptons such as Z+jets, single-top-quark, diboson (WW , W Z
and ZZ) and triboson events with hadronic decays. While W +jets, multijet and t t¯ background are
normalised using data in a simultaneous binned maximum-likelihood fit, with the t t¯ shape extracted
from MC simulation, the other background contributions are evaluated entirely from simulation.
In the displaced search, possible background sources resulting in two-track DVs include hadronic
interactions in material, decays of metastable particles such as b- and s-hadrons, accidental crossings of charged particles produced in the collisions, and cosmic-ray muons which either cross a
charged particle from the collision or are reconstructed as two back-to-back displaced muons. Requiring the prompt muon in the same event reduces all of these backgrounds by more than an order
of magnitude, requiring a tight lepton identification for all involved tracks further reduces all but
the cosmic-ray muons background, which can be fully repressed by vetoing on back-to-back tracks.
Other background from SM processes such as dijets and W +jets are estimated in a fully data-driven
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Figure 3: Observed 95% confidence-level exclusion in |Uµ |2 (left) and |Ue |2 (right) versus the HNL mass
for the prompt signature (the region above the black line is excluded) and the displaced signature (the region
enclosed by the red line is excluded). The solid lines show limits assuming lepton-number violation (LNV)
for 50% of the decays and the long-dashed line shows the limit in the case of lepton-number conservation
(LNC). The dotted lines show expected limits and the bands indicate the ranges of expected limits obtained
within 1σ and 2σ of the median limit, reflecting uncertainties in signal and background yields. [2]

manner using suitable control regions.
As no significant deviation from the background expectations is seen neither in the prompt nor
in the displaced signatures, exclusion limits at the 95% confidence level are derived in a plane of
HNL coupling strengths (|U|2 ) and masses (mN ), as shown in Figure 3, in the cases of dominant
mixing to νµ (left) and νe (right), for the cases of LNV (both signatures, solid lines) and LNC
(displaced signature, long-dashed line).
The prompt signature sets limits in a mass range 5–50 GeV and excludes |Uµ |2 and |Ue |2
above 1.4 × 10−5 in a mass range 20–30 GeV, while loosing sensitivity at higher masses due to
a kinematic suppression of HNL production from the W -boson decay and at lower masses due to
long decay path. Limits from the displaced signature cover the mass range 4.5–10 GeV and exclude
coupling strengths down to |Uµ |2 ∼ 2 × 10−6 (1.5 × 10−6 ) assuming LNV (LNC), surpassing the
best previous constraints using on-shell Z-boson decays from LEP1 [9] by one order of magnitude.
3
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Figure 2: HNL search event selection efficiency as a function of mean proper decay length evaluated from
simulation. The efficiency for the prompt signature in the muon channel is shown for an HNL mass of
10 GeV, while the efficiencies for the displaced signature are shown for four different HNL masses. Error
bars represent MC statistical uncertainties. [2]
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3. A search for neutral, long-lived scalars with signatures of displaced hadronic jets
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Based on a dataset of up to 33.0 fb−1 , the ATLAS Collaboration sought [10] for pairs of
neutral, long-lived scalars (s) with masses 5–400 GeV decaying mainly in the hadronic calorimeter
(HCal) or at the outer edge of the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECal). In the considered simplified
Hidden Sector (HS) [11–15] model, these scalars are thought to be produced from decays of heavy
mediator bosons (Φ) with masses 125–1000 GeV and decay into SM fermions (Φ → ss → f f¯ f 0 f¯0 ),
which – assuming the same branching ratios as those of the SM Higgs – are usually heavy fermions:
bb̄, cc̄ and τ + τ − .
For intermediate lifetime, where the scalar decay occurs in the calorimeters, the two resulting
quarks are reconstructed as a single jet, which – in contrast to SM processes – will usually have
no associated activity in the tracking system, often a high ratio of energy deposited in the HCal to
energy deposited in the ECal (CalRatio = EHCal /EECal ), and be reconstructed narrower than prompt
jets when reconstructed with standard algorithms. This search requires two of these non-standard
jets.
Already at the trigger level, this search takes advantage of two dedicated triggers making
use of the three main characteristics of displaced jets: they are narrow jets, have a high fraction
of their energy deposited in the HCal and typically have no tracks pointing towards the jet. At the
hardware level, the search uses a high-ET trigger targeting narrow energy deposits in both ECal and
HCal and optimised for models with mΦ > 200 GeV as well as a low-ET trigger targeting energy
deposits with a large EHCal /EECal regaining efficiency for models with mΦ ≤ 200 GeV. In the
high-level trigger the same jet-cleaning algorithm, track-veto, and a cell-timing- and position-based
algorithm to remove beam-induced background (BIB) [16] are applied to both initial setups. BIB
hereby includes LHC beam-gas interactions as well as beam-halo interactions with the collimators
upstream of the ATLAS detector, resulting in muons travelling parallel to the beam-pipe.
In the offline reconstruction, jets are classified as signal- or background-like jets using machine
learning in two steps. First, for every reconstructed jet, the decay position of the particle that
generated it is inferred using a multilayer perceptron, trained on signal jets from LLP decays, as
shown in Figure 4 (left). Second, a per-jet Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) classifies jets as signallike, multijet-like or BIB-like jets, as illustrated in Figure 4 (right). Subsequently events are then
categorised as likely to have been produced by a signal process or a background process using a
per-event BDT, trained separately for low and high mΦ , with outputs shown in Figure 5.
Removing almost all the non-collision background, leaving only multijet background, and
maximising the signal-to-background ratio in the final search region is achieved by making a selection on the relevant per-event BDT output value of candidate events and dedicated event quality
criteria.
The main background contributions stem from SM multijet production, where jets are either
mis-reconstructed due to noise or instrumental effects or composed mainly of neutral hadrons,
or from non-collision background consisting of cosmic-ray muons and beam-induced background
(BIB). The contribution from multijets is estimated using a data-driven ABCD method in a plane
of jet–track separation ∑ ∆Rmin (jet, tracks) and the high/low-ET per-event BDT output.
The data-driven background estimation and a signal hypothesis test are performed simultaneously in all regions and no excess of events is observed in the signal regions for either of the analysis
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Figure 4: Left: Probability density of predicted MLP radial (Lxy ) LLP decay positions as a function of the
truth LLP decay positions, for reconstructed jets matched to the LLP. Dotted line shows where the MLP
value equals the truth value. Right: The distributions of the per-jet BDT weights for a multijet sample, a
BIB sample and five signal samples. For the signal samples, the weights for clean jets matched to an LLP
decaying in the calorimeter are shown. The multijet and BIB distributions include weights for all clean jets
in the event. [10]
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Figure 7: Summary of combined limits from the CalRatio (CR) analysis and the MS analysis for models
with mΦ = 125 GeV, shown alongside limits from a H → aa → 4b search. [10]

selections. Therefore exclusion limits at the 95% confidence level are set on σ (Φ) × BΦ→ss as a
function of LLP decay length as shown in Figure 6 for different combinations of mΦ and ms . As an
example, for a mediator like the Higgs boson, decays of neutral scalars with masses 5–55 GeV are
excluded for proper decay lengths between 5 cm and 5 m depending on the LLP mass (assuming a
10% branching ratio).
A combination of the limits with the results of a similar ATLAS search [17] looking for displaced vertices in the muon spectrometer (MS), which is separated into the MS 1-vertex plus ETmiss
(MS1) and MS 2-vertex (MS2) components, yields limits that follow the most sensitive search for
each mediator: the muon spectrometer limits for low-mass mediators with long decay lengths and
the CalRatio limits for very short decay lengths. These are shown side-by-side with limits from
a search for an exotic Higgs boson that decays into a pair of scalar particles which decay into
b-quarks promptly or with a short lifetime [18] in Figure 7.
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4. A search for heavy charged long-lived particles
Using a dataset of 36.1 fb−1 , the ATLAS Collaboration conducted a search for heavy charged
long-lived particles [19] that reach at least the hadronic calorimeter, based on observables related
to ionisation energy loss (dE/dx) and time of flight (ToF), which are sensitive to the velocity
of heavy charged particles travelling significantly slower than the speed of light. Predicted in
a variety of theories that extend the SM, this search uses charged long-lived staus (τ̃), squarks
(q̃), gluinos (g̃) and charginos (χ̃1± ) as predicted by various supersymmetry models [20–30] as
benchmark scenarios.
Both of the main observables used in this search require dedicated calibrations not performed
centrally by the collaboration. For the dE/dx measurement performed in the innermost pixel detector, this includes η- and time-dependent corrections as well as a truncation procedure to reduce
effects of the Landau tails on the estimate of the most probable value (MPV), which in turn is
used in a three-parameter empirical function – calibrated using protons, kaons and pions with low
transverse momentum – to obtain the β γ of the particle. To obtain a β value from ToF measurements performed in the tile hadronic calorimeter as well as in the monitored drift tubes (MDTs) and
resistive-plate chambers (RPCs) of the MS, the necessary calibrations – performed using muons in
data – include corrections due to the Optimal Filtering Algorithm, geometry and η-dependence for
each cell in the calorimeter and individual bias corrections for each of the drift tubes and readout
strips in the MS. For all these systems a time-dependent correction corrects for long-term effects
and the timing observed in simulation is adjusted to replicate the same resolution as observed in
data. As an example, Figure 8 shows the resolution of the β measurement in the tile calorimeter
after calibration and Figure 9 shows the fully-calibrated β resolution of β determined as a combination of the tile calorimeter, MDTs and RPCs.
Events are selected online through single-muon as well as missing-transverse-momentum triggers. While the former target mainly colour-neutral LLPs that reach the MS such as τ̃ and χ̃1± , the
latter can – assuming the production of initial-state radiation gluons – compensate some of the
efficiency loss due to late, out-of-time arrival of the particle in the MS and provide sensitivity for
scenarios where the LLP does not reach the MS or turns neutral in the calorimeter. This chargeflip effect is only relevant for squarks and gluinos which hadronise into so-called R-hadrons and
undergo hadronic interactions with the detector material, hence mainly in the calorimeters.
7
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Figure 8: Resolution (σβ ) of the β measurement using muons for the different tile-calorimeter cells, which
are shown with their actual shape. The grey circles indicate the distance from the interaction point and the
grey straight lines the direction in η. [19]
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The offline selection requires one or two candidates per event with an associated mass measurement derived from the βTO F and – depending on the signal scenario – the (β γ)dE/dx measurement. Dedicated signal regions agnostic to all information from the MS, address R-hadron
charge-flip scenarios and the fact that the exact nature of R-hadron hadronic interaction is still
unknown.
The primary background contribution stems from high-momentum muons with mismeasured
β γ/β and is estimated in fully data-driven way by determining the probability density functions
(pdfs) of the key variables momentum, βTO F and (β γ)dE/dx – using sideband regions where possible
– and randomly sampling the pdfs to obtain distributions of expected background in final selection
variables mToF and – where applicable – mdE/dx . Also the normalisation is derived from data using
low-mass control regions. Examples of the background estimate for two different signal regions
are shown in Figure 10.
No significant excess of observed data events above the expected background is found in the
examined mass ranges and signal regions. Upper limits at 95% confidence level are placed on the
production cross sections for various benchmark models, as shown in Figures 11 and 12. These
results translate into lower limits on the masses of long-lived gluino, sbottom and stop R-hadrons,
as well as staus and charginos of 2000 GeV, 1250 GeV, 1340 GeV, 430 GeV and 1090 GeV, respectively.
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5. Conclusion
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Obviously this is just a glimpse of the results the ATLAS Collaboration has published on
the subject of searches for LLPs. Some other recent results include a search for long-lived, massive particles in events with a displaced vertex and a displaced muon [31], a search for magnetic
monopoles and stable high-electric-charge objects [32] and a search for heavy long-lived multicharged particles [33]. A complete overview on public results on all LLP searches as well as the
full ATLAS physics programme can be found in Reference [34].
Until now, none of the highlighted or mentioned searches performed by the ATLAS Collaboration – or similar searches done by the CMS Collaboration, for that matter – have shown any
significant deviation from background predictions in any of the signal regions, yet they place stringent limits on cross sections, particle masses and couplings of possible new physics scenarios. The
ATLAS Collaboration is aiming to cover the vast signature and lifetime space of LLPs and further
take advantage of the complementarity of prompt and displaced searches, with many updated and
new results from Run-2 data still to come and a full Run 3 and the high-luminosity LHC still ahead.

Sascha Mehlhase

Searches for long-lived particles in ATLAS
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